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history of pie in pdf
A pie is a baked dish which is usually made of a pastry dough casing that covers or completely contains a
filling of various sweet or savoury ingredients.. Pies are defined by their crusts.A filled pie (also single-crust or
bottom-crust), has pastry lining the baking dish, and the filling is placed on top of the pastry but left open.A
top-crust pie has the filling in the bottom of the dish and ...
Pie - Wikipedia
A meat pie is a pie with a filling of meat and often other savory ingredients. They are popular in the United
Kingdom, Australia, Ghana, Nigeria, Europe, New Zealand, Canada, Belize Zimbabwe and South Africa
Meat pie - Wikipedia
Cottage pie or shepherd's pie is a type of savory pie.It is made with minced meat, with mashed potato on top.
It comes from the United Kingdom and Ireland.The dish is now popular worldwide. The name "cottage pie"
was first used at the end of the 18th century.
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